
In DNA Database project our main goal is the detection of rare mutations and site-specific damage in 

DNA. Since it is now possible due to the developments in high-throughput sequencing technologies, 

however, the process’ error rates have constructed a major obstacle and generate high noise thresholds 

for detection.To extinguish the error rates, a variety of modified library constructions have been 

developed. These helped the process by creating redundant sequences from fragments of DNA.. By 

using modified library constructions, our group have been trying to reduce the error rates so as to get 

low error-rate data and aimed to create pipelines by using these data.[1]

ABSTRACT

SEQUENCING-BASED METHODS

DNA REPAIR DATABASE

1-CISPLATIN-SEQ

• Cisplatin is one of the widely used drug to cure cancer.

• Its aim is to kill cancer cells by damaging their DNA.

• Cisplatin has a central role in cancer chemotherapy. It is effective in the healing tumors and also several 

types of cancer.[2]

OBJECTIVES

● To determine damage sites identified by different sequencing methods.

● To create a publicly accessible DNA repair database and publish data obtained from this research.
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CONCLUSION

Continuous improvements in this area, including the use of bioinformatics data/statistical error-

correction methodologies should maintain to expand usage. Up to this point, applications of these

sequencing methods have centered widely on medical and biomedical purposes, especially those relevant

to cancer biology. We will continue our studies with the evaluation of our methods to create a pipeline.
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Figure 2. Cis-platin and trans-platin [3]

• Cisplatin is in the platinum-based medicines. It works by linking to DNA and preventing its replication.

Figure 3. Cisplatin-seq process[4]

Figure 4. Common bisulfite-sequencing protocols[6]

Figure 5. The process of emRiboSeq [10]

2-PBAT (Post Bisulfite Adaptor Tagging)

● DNA methylation plays a critical role in epigenetic regulation of the genome.

● Bisulfite treatment before sequencing is commonly used to determine the pattern of methylation in DNA. 

After bisulfite treatment, unmethylated cytosine nucleotides convert to uracil nucleotides while methylated

ones remain the same.

● PBAT attaches random adaptors to bisulfite-converted genomic DNA and enables bisulfite-sequencing from

sub nanogram quantities of DNA.[5]

4-EMRIBOSEQ
•To determine the location of embedded ribonucleotides in the genome, emRiboSeq is established. It is 

based on the separation of the phosphodiester bond with RNase H2.

•RNase H2 is one of the enzymes, and it provides the eliminations of misincorporated ribonucleotides.[9]

BASIC COMMANDS

3- RIBOSE-SEQ
Yeast is used on experiments on ribose-sequencing method and results showed us the parts of ribonucleotide

incorporation in mitocondrial and nuclear DNA.The detection of ribonucleotide in Dna is significant since 

normally Rnase H2 prevents the incorporation however its incorporation is possible in the case of 

inactivation of Rnase H2. This method captures elements at the alkaline cleveage of  DNA at embedded

ribonucleotide.Additionally spotting these parts are important for neural disease treatments. Extra Hydroxyl

groups are the keys in the technique due to the non-random distribution of them in DNA.[7]

Figure 5. Mechanism of alkaline cleavage of ribonucleotides in DNA[8]


